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Daylight, full of small dancing particles and the one great turning… Rumi
At a threshold
Take a contemplative walk in a peaceful setting. As you take each step
ask yourself how you want to walk in the moment, embracing what lies
behind and reaching into what lies ahead. Try to embody your response
in the pace and movement of your body. As you enter a room, or begin
an activity, pause on the threshold leave the past behind, step into the
opportunity.
Deepen the positive
Reflect on what you do well in your life and then to commit yourself to deepening that practice,
in love (e.g. being a friend to others).
Doing love
Choose a small action, like dressing, folding clothes, eating, or having a polite conversation, and
practice doing it with great love, or with gratitude, or with... Be present with yourself and for the
other thing or people. Think of the action as ministry. Embody love.
Reconciliation
As a way to prepare for the season ahead (New Year, Christmas, Spring, Easter, Thanksgiving,
Christmas, etc.) take time to reflect on those relationships during this past year / season that
need reconciliation: is there someone you have hurt through your words or actions? Is it
possible to ask for their forgiveness? Take at least a step in that direction and pray for them. Is
there someone who has hurt you this past year / season though their words and actions? Can
you possibly offer them forgiveness? Take at least a step in that direction and pray for them.
Releasing
After reflecting on your own places of brokenness and making attempts to heal those wounds
consider performing a ritual of release. Take stones to a body of water and throw them in one by
one while naming what you let go of, or write the names down on pieces of paper and burn
them while offering prayers for new beginnings. Fire and water both offer
us powerful symbols of purification and renewal.
Embracing the gift of darkness
In the evening and as the darkness grows over the earth, take time to be
present to the gift of the threshold and its growing silence. Make gratitude
for the darkness a part of your ritual, honoring the necessity of this time in
preparation for the new things are being nurtured within you and are yet to
be made visible.

Dream-tending
As you prepare to sleep, meditate on a person or a text. Let your thoughts rest lovingly on them.
If you wake in the night, return to those quiet thoughts or to the dream you remember. When
you wake, honor your dreams by recording them.
Preparing for a change
Listen to your deeper longings, those at the bottom of the quiet well. Say yes to them more
fully. Find a place of stillness, grounded in holiness and goodness. Put your list of shortcomings
to one side, and rest.
Lighting candles
Light candles on an altar, or in some sacred corner, and watch the flame or its shadow for a few
seconds. Leave it burning as you cook or do chores, and let it say your prayers for you. Light
the candle(s) regularly or even every day at a certain time.
Taking an object as holy
Benedict says we should regard all the tools of the monastery as if they were sacred vessels of
the altar. This is about the sacredness of everyday life and everyday items. So when you take
your rake, or dishtowel, or broom, or necklace, imagine it as a gift and a sacred item. Think of
its making, and be grateful for it.
Welcome the holy visitor
Benedict says to treat every guest as though they were Christ. Practice this attitude to those
who enter your life, even the clerk who rings up your groceries, and especially to your family.
Lectio/Visio Divina
1) Begin with gentle centered breathing to clear your mind and heart.
2) Look/Read the image or text slowly, paying gentle attention and welcoming it.
3) As you have reactions or thoughts, welcome them, even if they are negative. What do they
have to say to you? As your meditate, new thoughts, meanings, and feelings may arise;
initial impressions may expand and deepen. No matter what your response is to the image - delight, disgust, indifference, confusion -- ponder prayerfully
the reason for your various responses and what these
responses might mean for you
4) Now that the image/text has spoken to you, prayerfully
consider your response. What desires and longings are
evoked in your seeing? How do you find yourself wanting to
respond to what you are experiencing? Respond to God in
ways commensurate with your experience: gratitude,
supplication, wonder, lament, confession, praise

"People are going back and forth across the threshold where
the two worlds touch. The door is round and open. Don't go
back to sleep." -- Rumi

